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er fromfrequent link failures which prevent mobile hosts from using traditional routing schemes.Under these conditions, mobile hosts must nd routes to destinations without the useof designated routers and also must dynamically adapt the routes to the current linkconditions. This paper proposes a distributed adaptive routing protocol for nding andmaintaining stable routes based on signal strength and location stability in an ad-hocnetwork and presents an architecture for its implementation.1 IntroductionAd-hoc networks consist of mobile hosts in a dynamic network bereft of base-stations andpre-designated routers. These mobile hosts can communicate directly with neighboring hoststhrough the shared wireless media, but communication with non-neighbor hosts requires adistributed routing algorithm. Traditional routing algorithms which depend on hierarchicaladdressing schemes and pass detailed routing tables between designated routers, are noteective in ad-hoc networks due to the high rate of topology change [LNT87], [RT87]. In adynamic network, the routing tables are soon out-of-date and the propagation of the routeinformation is too slow to be accurate. In addition, the changing topology makes loopingroutes a problem. Hence, new routing algorithms need be developed to support ad-hocnetworks.Ad-hoc networks require a highly adaptive routing scheme to deal with the frequent hostmigrations. In the worst case of a highly dynamic topology, the rate of change is too fastto enable eective routing and data packets must be ooded through the network. In lessdynamic cases, it is possible to take advantage of the stable parts of the network to establishroutes and communicate using unicast data.This work is supported in part by NSF grant CCR 9318933 and IBM equipment grants.1
Not all hosts in an ad-hoc network are equally mobile at a given time. Hosts that havebeen stationary for a period of time are more likely to remain stationary than those currentlyin motion. In addition, some pairs of hosts receive stronger signals due to their physicalproximity and the propagation environment. It is better to choose routes that pass throughhosts which receive a stronger signal and which have been stationary for a longer period oftime.We propose a routing protocol that utilizes the above observations to choose stable routeswithin a dynamic ad-hoc network. In this protocol, a host initiates route discovery ondemand|when a route is needed to send data. The source broadcasts route-search pack-ets which will propagate to the destination, allowing the destination to choose a route andreturn a route-reply. Signal strength and location stability are used as the criteria for choos-ing between various next-hop candidates for a route. Selecting the most stable links leads tolonger-lived routes and requires less route maintenance.The simulations we performed demonstrate the benets and costs of using signal strengthand location stability as the route selection criteria. The results show that the use of signalstrength consistently decreases the route maintenance required by providing longer-livingroutes. Our results also show that location stability should be used only in certain scenariossince misinformation about stability patterns is very costly and has a negative impact on therouting performance.The next section of this paper discusses the basic signal stability based adaptive routingprotocol and gives an example of the use of this protocol. Section 3 presents details of theprotocols and the architecture, and Section 4 discusses extensions to the protocol and theinter-operability with Mobile-IP. Section 5 presents our simulation environment and results.Section 6 discusses other ad-hoc routing proposals, and the nal section presents conclusionsand some suggestions for future work.2 Signal Stability based Adaptive Routing (SSA) ProtocolThe Signal Stability based Adaptive Routing protocol (SSA) performs on demand route dis-covery by selecting longer lived routes based on signal strength and location stability. Thesignal strength criteria allows the protocol to dierentiate between strong and weak chan-nels, each channel being so characterized by the average signal strength at which packetsare exchanged between the hosts at either end of the channel. The location stability criteriabiases the protocol toward choosing a channel which has existed for a longer period of time.Together, these two concepts form the signal stability criteria which chooses strong channelswhich have been in existence for a time greater than some threshold.2.1 Protocol OverviewA source initiates a route discovery request when it has data to send to a destination which isnot in the routing table. The route search is broadcast to all neighboring hosts. These hostspropagate the broadcast if (1) it is received over a strong channel and (2) the request hasnot been propagated previously (to avoid looping). The route search stores the address ofeach intermediate host in the route taken. The destination chooses the route recorded in therst arriving request, since this route is probably shorter and/or less congested than routesfor slower arriving requests. The destination returns the route reply along the selected route,and each intermediate node includes the new next hop, destination pairs in its routing table.2
Host Signal Strength Last Clicks SetYZTable 1: The Signal Stability Table (SST)Destination Next HopYZTable 2: The Routing Table (RT)Functionally, the Signal Stability based Adaptive Routing (SSA) protocol consists of twoprotocols, the Static Routing Protocol (SRP) and the Dynamic Routing Protocol (DRP),which utilize the extended device driver interface. This interface is responsible for makingavailable to the routing protocols the signal strength information from the device. DRPmaintains the routing table by interacting with the DRP on other hosts. SRP performs theactual routing table lookup to forward a packet onto the next hop.2.2 Protocol ModulesThe Static Routing Protocol (SRP) and the Dynamic Routing Protocol (DRP) work togetherto route packets in the ad-hoc network. The extended device driver interface enables commu-nication between these routing protocols and the link layer for the sending and receiving ofpackets and receiving wireless link quality information. Two tables are maintained to enableSSA routing: the Signal Stability Table (table 1) and the Routing Table (table 2).Each host sends out a link layer beacon1 to its neighbors once every time quanta, denotedby a click. Every host receiving this beacon records the signal strength at which the beaconwas received in the Signal Stability Table (SST). Each host also classies its neighbors asstrongly connected (SC and hence belonging to the SC-set) if the host has been receivingstrong beacons from the neighbor for the past few clicks. The neighbor is otherwise classiedas weakly connected (WC and hence belonging to the WC-set). A host marked as SC in theSST, also has an entry in the Routing Table (RT) which stores destination and next hop pairsfor each known route. The SST also has a column to indicate that a beacon was receivedfrom a host within the last click, Last, and a column to record how long beacons have beencontinuously received from each neighboring host.The availability and processing of signal strength information is made possible by the ex-tended device driver interface which provides the DRP with the average signal strengthat which a packet was received and the immediate sender. The DRP uses the extended in-terface to maintain the statistics in the SST. It then uses the SST to maintain routes toneighboring hosts in the RT and the non-neighbor routes via information provided by route-1Beacons are 'I am alive messages' which are exchanged between wireless devices at regular intervals tomaintain connectivity. SSA does not add overhead by dening any new beacons.3












A BFigure 1: An Example NetworkConsider the example ad-hoc network shown in Figure 1. A solid edge indicates that thevertices that make up the edge are in each others' SC-sets. The dashed edges indicate thatthe corresponding vertices are in the WC-set.In part A of Figure 1, host a has data to send to host f and therefore wants to nd a routeto destination f. The protocol starts by sending out a broadcast route-search message seekingdestination f. Route-search packets that arrive at any host over WC links are dropped, suchas the packet sent from a to c. The route-search packet sent to b over the SC link will bebroadcast by b to its neighbors. a will drop the packet, having already forwarded it, d andc will forward the packet and mark that they have seen it. Note that c has not alreadymarked the packet as seen since it dropped the packet over the WC from a link withoutprocessing it. Packets will arrive at the destination f via two paths: a, b, d, f and a, b, c,e, f. Assuming that the links have similar latencies and trac levels, the route-search willarrive over the shorter path rst : a, b, d, f. The destination, f, will select this route andreturn the route-reply along the reverse path, f, d, b, a, installing entries in the RT at eachintermediate host along the path and at the source, d, b, a. Once the route is installed inthe RT, a forwards the data packets via the next-hop to destination f, which is host b.4








Figure 2: The Protocol Stack at each Mobile HostThe SRP and DRP are located between the network layer and the link layer, as shown inFigure 2. This makes the SSA routing protocol inter-operable with Mobile-IP, as we discussin section 4. All incoming packets pass from the device driver extended interface to DRP. TheDRP updates the SST and the RT and relays the appropriate types of packets to the SRP.The SRP then either passes a packet up the stack or forwards the packet though the wirelessdevice driver on to the next hop. All transmissions go out via SRP and all receives in throughDRP. This division simplies the protocol by exporting a single interface for outgoing packetsand also separating out the lter for incoming packets.5
3.2 Packet Format
SADA SEQ DATACRCLENPREFTYPETTL
HEADERFigure 3: SSA Packet FormatFigure 3 shows the packet format expected by the protocols. SA and DA refer to the sourceand destination addresses respectively. SEQ is a sequence number assigned by the source,which is useful for route-searches. TTL is a time-to-live eld used to eliminate erroneouspackets looping in the network. TYPE distinguishes between messages and is one of the fol-lowing: unicastdata, flooddata, routesearch, routereply, error or erase. PREFallows a host initiating a route-search to specify the quality of the route desired. This eldcan be stronglinkonly or nopreference. LEN is the length of the entire packet andCRC is the checksum.The rest of the packet contains either data (for a packet of type unicastdata or flood-data); the recorded route hop list (for a packet of type routesearch or routereply); orthe destination address of a stale route (for a packet of type error or erase).3.3 SSA Broadcast and FloodingIt is important to distinguish between MAC level broadcasting and SSA broadcasting. EverySSA packet is encapsulated in a MAC frame before transmission, and every MAC frame isde-capsulated to an SSA packet on reception. If the MAC address of the encapsulated frameis the broadcast address, then all hosts on that shared wireless media which receive the frame(immediate neighbors) will pass the packet up to the DRP for processing.On the other hand, an SSA broadcast has its DA equal to the broadcast address. Thistype of broadcast packet will be delivered to all hosts within this ad-hoc network and passedup to the network layer on each receiving host as well as being forwarded. To achieve this,SSA has to tell its lower layer to use MAC level broadcast, i.e. the MAC address of this packetis also the broadcast address.A ooded packet, of TYPE flooddata, must be forward by any host that receives it andis not the SSA destination. Such a packet is forwarded through a MAC level broadcast evenif a route to the destination is unknown. The packet is not passed up to the network layeruntil it reaches the SSA destination.In summary, SSA broadcast reaches the entire ad-hoc network; ooding tries to reacha specic destination by propagating through the entire network; and MAC level broadcastonly ensures that the packet reaches the SSA at all the immediate neighbors.3.4 SRPSRP accepts packets from the DRP and from higher layer protocols. If the destinationaddress of the packet matches that of the host, the packet is pushed up the protocol stack.SRP forwards all other packets through the device driver. Broadcasts are sent out withoutchecking the RT, and the SRP performs a Routing Table lookup for unicast packets. If no6
entry is found for the unicast destination, then a route needs to be found. If this host is thesource of the packet, then a route-search is initiated. When a route is found, the DRP willreceive the route-reply and install the route in the RT. The SRP then forwards the originalpacket to the next hop. Alternatively, if this host is not the source of the packet, then apacket of type error is sent back to the source, which will send a message of type eraseto tear down the old route and will initiated a new route-search. In this case, the originalpacket will be dropped by the intermediate host.Table 3 shows the details of the SRP packet processing. initiateRouteSearch() pro-duces and broadcasts a route-search packet with an empty data portion, a unique sequencenumber in SEQ, and a TYPE eld of routesearch. The source can choose an appropriatePREF value depending on the needs of the upper layer application or protocol. We choosestronglinkonly for the rst try and nopreference for any ensuing request retry after atime-out. If after several attempts no satisfactory route is found, the data packet is broadcastand reaches the destination via ooding. An alternate approach to ooding would be be toreport an exception to the application which generated the packet.The routine sendRouteError() initiates a route-error packet, with DA equal to srcAddrand TYPE error. It sends the error packet to the original source for which forwarding wasbeing attempted. The route maintenance packets (ofTYPE error or erase) are unicast withbest-eort delivery. This means that any hosts which don't have an entry for the forwardingdestination will drop the packet without further action. Section 3.7 explains this further.All outgoing SSA packets are encapsulated with the current MAC address and the next-hop MAC address, or the MAC broadcast address if every neighboring host should receivethe packet. In the pseudo-code, forward(pkt) is dened to be a unicast to a particularhost's MAC address. broadcast(pkt) sends the packet to all reachable hosts by using theMAC broadcast address at the destination. Unicast data is processed only by the host withthe matching address while broadcasts are processed by every host which receives the packet.Packets with MAC broadcast addresses may have unicast higher layer addresses, and the SRPforwards the packet and/or passes it up to the higher layers depending on the packet typeand destination address.3.5 DRPThe DRP is more complex than the SRP since it processes incoming packets and maintainsthe RT and the SST. On receiving a packet from the device driver, the DRP deciphers thepacket type, updates the tables, modies some of the header elds, and then passes it to theSRP. The DRP pseudo-code is given in Table 4.In addition to the packet, the device driver passes the signal strength (sig) at which thepacket is received and the address of the host (sender) that transmitted this packet (not theoriginal source). The updateTables() function then updates the signal strength eld in theSST according to the following formula:SScumulative =  SScumulative + (1  ) SSSScumulative here is the quantity recorded in the SST and SS is the value of average signalstrength for the the packet supplied by the device driver.  is an experimentally determinedconstant. updateTables() also marks the Last eld in the SST to indicate that a beacon wasreceived from the sending host during the current time click.7
/* input : packet pkt */destAddr = pkt->header.DA;if (destAddr == myAddr || isBroadcast(destAddr) == YES)/* pkt for this host *//* pass packet to application */enQ (pkt);if (destAddr != myAddr) { /* pkt not for this host */if (isBroadcast(destAddr) == YES || pkt->header.type == ROUTESEARCH|| pkt->header.type == FLOODDATA)/* pkt forwarded by DRP for broadcast */broadcast(pkt);else {if (isInRt (destAddr) == YES) {/* if the destAddr is in the RT, forward the packet */next = nextHop (destAddr); /* get the next hop */forward(next, pkt);}else {if (pkt->header.type != ERASE && pkt->header.type != ERROR) {if (srcAddr == myAddr) {/* initiate route request. At the completion of this callthere will be an entry for the destAddr in the RT */initiateRouteSearch(destAddr);next = nextHop (destAddr) ; /* get the next hop */if (next != NULL) forward(next, pkt);else {pkt->header.type = FLOODDATA;broadcast(pkt);}}else {/* route fails; inform the source and drop packet */sendRouteError(srcAddr);discardPkt(pkt);return;}else {discardPkt(pkt);return;}}}} Table 3: Pseudo-code for SRP8
/* input : signal_info sig, packet pkt */updateTables(sender, sig);/* link layer has removed the lower level header from pkt */if (pkt != NULL) {if (isStale(pkt) == YES) {discardPkt(pkt);return;}switch (pkt->header.type) {case (ROUTESEARCH):if (isFromWC(pkt) == YES &&pkt->header.pref == STRONGLINKONLY) {discardPkt(pkt);return;}if (isSearchForMe(pkt->header) == YES) {outPkt = constructRouteReply(pkt);if (outPkt == NULL) break ; /* reply not yet constructed */else installHop(outPkt); /* update RT */}else {outPkt = constructRouteSearchForward (pkt) ;}seenRequest(pkt->header.SA, pkt->header.seq);SRP(outPkt);break;case (ROUTEREPLY):installHop(pkt); /* update RT */outPkt = constructRouteReplyForward(pkt);SRP(outPkt);break;case (UNICASTDATA):case (FLOODDATA):SRP(pkt);break;case (ERROR):if (pkt->header.DA == myAddr) {outPkt = constructRouteErase(pkt);SRP(outPkt);deleteHop(pkt);}else {SRP(pkt);}break;case (ERASE):SRP(pkt);deleteHop(pkt); /* update RT */break;}} Table 4: Pseudo-code for DRP9
/* clicks assumed to be initialized to 0 */if (last not marked) {delete entry from SST and RT;return;}unmark last;if (SS_cumulative >= SS_threshold) clicks++;else clicks = 0;if (clicks == clicks_threshold) {set = SC;add host to RT;/* if clicks > clicks_threshold, then host is already in the RT */}else set = WC; Table 5: Pseudo-code updating SSTWhen no packet is received during a certain period of time, the device driver may stillpass signal information obtained through its beacon. In this case the DRP processes only thesignal information.Periodically, an asynchronous process runs through the SST comparing SScumulative toan experimentally determined quantity SSthreshold. The calculation shown in Table 5 is thencarried out.clicksthreshold is another experimentally determined quantity. The above piece of codeensures that a mobile host which exhibits strong signal strength for clicksthreshold consecutiveclicks is included in the SC-set and is added to the RT (with itself as the next hop).The DRP processes each packet depending on its packet type. For route-search packets,isStale() determines whether the packet should be dropped. It is dropped if the packet hasbeen previously seen by this host or if the TTL has expired. The host records route-searchpackets that it has seen in a table of source (SA), sequence number (SEQ) pairs. The routineseenRequest() records the pair when the host processes the route-search packet for the rsttime.constructRouteSearchForward()modies the route-search packet by adding the addressof the resident host to the hop list to construct a new route-search packet for forwarding.When the intended destination receives a route-search packet, a route-reply is producedby constructRouteReply() and sent back to the source along the reverse path of the routecontained in the route-search packet. The next hop for route-reply is then installed in the RTand the reply is forwarded. Every intermediate node echoes this procedure (installHop()and constructRouteReplyForward()). installHop() installs all possible routes that areimplied by the route-reply. For example, Figure 4 shows a route found from a to g. Whenhost d receives a route-reply from g, it installs routes to a and b (with a next hop of c) andinstalls routes to f and g (with a next hop of e). d already has routes for its neighboringhosts, c and sc e, from beaconing information.
A B C D E F GFigure 4: Establishment of a Route10
Once the route installation is completed, data packets starting from the source are for-warded along the next hops installed in the RTs of the intermediate nodes. In the cases whereall hops are along an SC-set path, the packets would be routed quickly and eciently. If ahost cannot forward a packet due to link failure, SRP sends a route-error packet back to thesource. When the source receives such a route-error packet, it sends a route-erasure packet asconstructed by the function constructRouteErase() with the DA equal to the destination ofthe stale route. The stale route is deleted from its RT (deleteHop()). Any intermediate hostreceiving this route-erasure packet forwards it to the next hop, and deletes the stale route. Ifthe host is unable to forward the packet, the packet is simply dropped.3.6 Extended InterfaceThe extended device driver interface provides the updateTable() call by which the higherlayer protocols update the SST. The interface allows changes to the the time period betweenbeacons. It also allows SSthreshold and clickthreshold to be controlled. The SSthreshold deter-mines the extent of the host's coverage area within which the neighbor nodes have strongsignals. The clickthreshold regulates the impact of location stability considerations on theprotocol. It should be determined based on known mobility patterns of hosts in the ad-hocnetwork. In the case where it is set to one, the protocol's routing decisions are based solelyon signal strength.3.7 Route MaintenanceRoute maintenance is triggered when a host has data to send over a failed link. Intermediatenodes send an error message to the source when such a failure occurs. The source host sendsa route search packet to nd a new route and sends an erase message to remove the old route.The erase message should reach the intermediate host which discovered the failed next hop.Error and erase messages are unicast with best-eort delivery and are dropped if a host isunable to forward the packet. This prevents a cycle of error and erase messages from wastingnetwork resources.In cases of multiple failures, some routing messages may not reach their destinations. Thismay result in the existence of stale routes, but it will not cause any routing errors or loops.The stale routes will be discovered and erased by the next data packet that tries to use theinvalid route.If a link failure prevents the route reply from reaching the source, the source will timeout and retry the route request. The intermediate hosts between the failed link and thedestination will have incorrect routes to the source. If any of these hosts use these routes,error and erase messages will be generated to correct the routes.
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dataFigure 5: Failure of route erase packetIn cases where multiple link failures occur nearly simultaneously, erase and error messagesmay not reach their destinations. If an error packet cannot be delivered to the source, itmust be due to another link failure which will also trigger an error packet closer to the source.This second error packet will inform the source of the second failure so that the source can11
take appropriate action. If a data packet is between the links when they both fail, as shownin Figure 5, the resulting error message from e will not reach the source a, since it will bedropped due to the failed link at c. When a sends a data packet again, b will send the errormessage to inform a of the route failure. The erase message from a will erase the route at b,but the stales routes to g at c and d will only be erased if either c or d tries to send data tog. If the second link failure occurs after the error message arrives at a, then the erase messagefrom a will be dropped at b. This creates the same situation where c and d have an invalidroute to g which will be erased when either c or d sends a packet toward g.Since hosts relay route-search packets even if they already know a route to the desireddestination, the algorithm works correctly in the presence of stale routes. The source isinformed of the error and initiates a new route-search. SSA uses route erasure only to avoidwasting resources by forwarding data packets over routes known to be stale. The cost of thissimple error and erase method is a few stale routes. Since the multiple failure cases are rare,the best-eort unicast of error and erase packets is an eective method of reducing excessivepacket transmissions.4 Other Issues4.1 Enhanced SSAThe protocol presented in the previous sections provides a basic routing function. However,there may be several enhancements to give the hosts more options to deal with varying needs.One is the route quality option (the PREF eld in the header) which the source sets whensearching for a route. The host may prefer routes with more strong links but not want toexclude routes with any weak links. To accommodate this need, the hosts may implementanother PREF option: strongpreferred. Any intermediate host receiving such a route-search should forward it (by broadcast) unless its hop list contains a loop or its time-to-livehas expired, even if the host has seen this request before (through a dierent path). Thedestination host should wait for a period of time to allow several route-search packets toarrive via dierent routes. The destination then selects the best one according to a certaincriteria, such as shortest path with minimal weak links. The source host may choose thisoption to nd a route if it is probable that no strong route exists.Another optimization decreases route discovery latency and route-request propagation byallowing intermediate hosts to participate in route discovery. If an intermediate host receivinga route-request already has a route to the destination, it may send a route-reply immediatelyback to the source to decrease the latency in addition to forwarding the route-request to thedestination. If this route is non-optimal or stale, it will be overwritten later by a route-replyfrom the destination. The source may decide whether it wants to risk losing a few packets tostart transmitting data sooner.4.2 Inter-operabilityAssuming that some hosts in the ad-hoc network are base-stations with both wired andwireless connectivity, SSA can be easily integrated into the global Internet through Mobile-IP([Per96]). These base-stations serve as the home and foreign agents for Mobile-IP.12

















Figure 6: Integration of Mobile-IP and SSAMobile-IP on a base station may broadcast its agent advertisement, which should beheard by any potential client, in this case by any host within the ad-hoc network. In orderto achieve this, all hosts in this ad-hoc network would be required to re-broadcast the agentadvertisement, which takes a lot of resources. We suggest that a base station broadcast agentadvertisements only rarely, or not at all, to conserve the limited bandwidth. If access to thewired network is not always available in the ad-hoc network, then occasional advertisementsmay be worthwhile. Otherwise, a mobile host should use agent solicitations when it desiresthe service of a base-station.When sending an agent solicitation, the SSA on the mobile host should send a packetaddressed to the SSA broadcast address. Non-base station hosts will simply re-broadcastthe packet, while any reachable base-stations will send out a reply if willing to serve as anagent. The base-station's reply would trigger SSA to nd a route to the base-station. Afterthis handshake, the mobile host can continue with the usual registration process required byMobile-IP and start sending and receiving datagrams to and from the Internet through thebase station.If a mobile host becomes separated from its agent, it may send out a new agent solicitationto try to nd another reachable base-station. Alternatively, it may occasionally send agentsolicitations to nd other base-stations while maintaining a connection with the current one.Having this list of base-stations would decrease the latency of a base-station switch in casethe rst base-station becomes unreachable.5 SimulationWe performed simulations to evaluate the benets and costs of the SSA routing approach.The simulations quantify the length and longevity of the routes determined by SSA undervarious node densities and mobility rates. They also determine the relative ecacy of usingsignal strength and location stability as selection criteria for routing.13
We studied a large range of cases by varying many of the input parameters, including:area, host density, transmission range, rate of topology change, pattern of individual hostmobility, session length, and the routing algorithm criteria for route selection. We measuredand compared the number of route reconstructions required, the average route hop length,the percentage of strong routes available, and the transmission cost of the SSA routing algo-rithm. We saw improved reconstruction costs for most sets of parameters. We present only arepresentative set of simulations in the following section.5.1 Simulation SetupOur simulation is based on the environment of a closed 1500  1500 unit area in which thereare a number of randomly distributed mobile hosts. A signal is considered strong if it comesfrom a host strong-radius units or less away, and two hosts separated by more than weak-radiusunits are considered disconnected. Note that in a real environment, these quantities wouldbe dependent on and controlled by the SSthreshold set through the device driver interface andthe capability of the wireless device respectively. In our simulation, we assume that the signalstrength depends solely on the distance between the sending and receiving hosts. If a signalis weaker than that from a host weak-radius units away, then it would be considered noiseand dropped at the physical layer. SSthreshold is assumed to be equal to the strength of asignal from a host strong-radius units away. Since SSthreshold is experimentally determined,we ran simulations with strong-radius 200 and 300 units. The weak-radius is kept constantat 400 units as it is a physical quantity dependent on the wireless device.Twenty percent of the hosts are stationary during the simulation. The other eighty percentmove for a number of clicks and then stay for some number of clicks and then move again,continuing the cycle. The lengths of the moving periods are normally distributed with average10 clicks and standard deviation 1 click. There are two classes of staying period lengths. Theshort-stay class is normally distributed with average 3 clicks and standard deviation 1 click,and the long-stay class with average 150 and standard deviation 10. Initially every non-stationary host is assigned a probability that determines whether it falls into the short-stayor long-stay class each time it enters a staying period. The initial staying probability is chosenfrom a normal distribution with standard deviation 0.05 and a mean that ranges from 0 to 1with step 0.1. A simulation is run for each step of the staying probability to obtain data fora range of mobility rates.If a host moves during a certain click, it moves 20 units of distance in a randomly chosendirection. If it didn't move during the previous click, the direction is chosen from a uniformlydistributed random number. Otherwise, the direction is chosen from a normally distributedrandom number with average equal to the previous direction and standard deviation of 10.Hence, a host is likely to continue to move in the same general direction as previous movement.If a host hits the boundary of the area, it will bounce back (mirror reection) so that thetotal moving distance during this time click is still 20 units.We run simulations for networks of sizes 50, 100 and 200 hosts with clickthreshold equalto 5 and 1. clickthreshold determines the threshold above which routes are considered stable.Note that clickthreshold equal to 1 means that location stability is not considered. Whenconsidering location stability, this threshold should be slightly greater than the mean of theshort-stay period so that only hosts which have a long-stay period are considered stable. Aclickthreshold of 5 is chosen since the mean of the short-stay period equals 3.During each run, we randomly generate the initial positions of the hosts and let them14
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Figure 13: Hop Counts: Stability Not Consideredorder the routing information. The Path Find algorithm in [MGLA95] is a distance vectorrouting protocol, which uses second-to-last hop to a destination to identify a route and preventlooping. The approach presented in [KCVP96] nds and maintains clusters in the ad-hocnetwork. The boundary nodes connect clusters and perform routing using a traditional routingalgorithm. For all of these methods, each node, or the boundary nodes, needs to know thetopology of the entire network at all times. Information is propagated through the networkto achieve this goal.Another type of ad-hoc routing algorithms uses an on demand philosophy. Routes toa destination are only sought if the node has something to send to that destination. Thedynamic source routing proposed in [JM96] uses broadcasts to propagate the route request.Each node which forwards the route request adds its address to the source list. When therequest reaches the destination a complete route is listed in the packet. The LightweightMobile Routing approach proposed in [CE95] oods the network with a query broadcast whenthe route is desired. The nodes receiving this query broadcast either forward the broadcast orbroadcast a reply to the destination with the requested route. This approach uses link statusto create routes and prevent looping. Route erasure is required when the topology changes.The Associativity Based Routing approach [Toh] also uses broadcast queries to nd desiredroutes, but the optimal route is selected by the destination based on the stability of the route18
and shortest path. The main criteria is the intermediate node stability, which is based onthe idea that nodes which have been stationary for a threshold period are less likely to move.This method also uses route erasure and maintenance when topology changes cause a routefailure.The main dierence between these approaches and our approach is our utilization of theinformation available at the link level to choose routes. The quality of the channel is used todetermine whether the topology is stable or uctuating at any given time. Like the secondtype of algorithms, routes are determined only on demand. However, we do not limit the rateof change of the topology or suggest that all parts of the topology are equally stable. Weselect routes through the most stable areas of the network, using an an adaptive algorithmto ensure successful data transmission in a highly dynamic topology.7 Conclusion and Future WorkThe SSA protocol proposed in this paper focuses on obtaining the most stable routes throughan ad-hoc network. This approach seeks to maximize the duration of the discovered routes.Our simulations have shown signicant savings in the number of route reconstructions as aresult of using signal strength to select routes. Using location stability, on the other hand,is shown to be very sensitive to the particular conguration of the ad-hoc network beingconsidered. Since a general ad-hoc network is likely to have unpredictable and variable mo-bility patterns, we propose the adoption of signal strength as a criteria for routing withcongurable parameters to take location stability into account where applicable. We plan todo further simulations using a packet level simulator to determine the costs and benets ofthis approach more accurately and to study the eect of this approach on various transportprotocols, including TCP.Although it is intuitively clear that the algorithm is loop free and converges, we plan toprove these properties using theoretical constructs. We also plan to analyze convergence timeand routing overhead for this algorithm.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Sambit Sahu (University of Massachusetts, Amherst) for his com-ments.
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Figure 16: More Results: Stability Not Considered
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